
SS101 College Survival Skills 

Class Notes- Wk 5 

Effective Note Taking and Reading 
 
I. Introduction 

A. God-glorifying Education 

1. The purpose is to learn 

2. Learn throughout the term, not just cramming 

3. Not about grades, but growing in knowledge and wisdom 

B. Learning efficiently 

1. Don’t postpone learning 

a. Don’t write notes to learn the material later 

b. Don’t highlight what you will read and learn later 

2. Learn in class and while reading 

3. Quickly move information from short term to long term memory or you will have to relearn it 

later 

II. Efficient Note-Taking 

A. Be prepared before class 

1. Read ahead in course material 

2. Review old material 

3. Be current with assignments 

4. Bring questions to class 

5. Have pencil and note paper 

6. Have attentive attitude 

B. Be attentive during class 

1. Keep alert and focused 

2. Actively listen 

3. Use appropriate physical posture 

4. Sit up front 

5. Arrive early, stay late 

6. Ask questions 

7. Take special note of handouts and study guides 

C. The Cornell Method 

1. Divide paper into 4 sections 

2. Title Area: Lecture title, date, page # 

3. Note Taking Area: 

a. Record lecture as fully as possible 

b. Use instructor’s organization 

c. Emphasize what instructor emphasizes 

d. Use abbreviations, symbols and shorthand 

4. Cue column: 

a. Soon after class, reduce notes to concise clues to content of notes 

b. List key words and Ideas 

c. Write study questions 

d. Brief outline of notes and lecture material 

5. Summary Area: 

a. Sum up each page of notes in a sentence or two 

b. List study questions and answers 

c. List material that needs to be reviewed, memorized in the future 

D. Reduce your notes after class 

1. As soon as possible review and reduce your notes 

2. Write the summaries that pull out main points 

3. Restate the material in your own words 

4. Write study questions for review 
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III. Effective Reading 

A. Read with purpose 

1. Before reading, determine why you are reading this material and what you need from the 

information 

2. Read at the appropriate speed and depth to fulfill that purpose 

3. Use the TOC and Index to quickly focus on the relevant information for research 

4. Reading with purpose makes reading quicker and more effective 

B. Survey before reading 

1. Look at major headings, charts, pictures, blurbs 

2. Read the chapter summaries and study questions 

3. Read the first and last paragraph of the section or chapter 

4. Make a mental map of the chapter- mental file system to store what you are about to read 

5. Skim read the first sentence of every paragraph 

6. Compare the reading with what you already know about this subject 

C. Question 

1. Write questions based on your survey 

2. Read actively and engage the material, based on your survey 

3. Read actively- mentally ‘argue’ with the author- assess and apply the information 

D. Notate 

1. Read with a pencil in hand 

2. Summarize the main point(s) of every paragraph 

3. Play the ‘test game’ 

a. If you were the instructor, what test question would you ask on this material? 

b. Build yourself a study quiz based on these questions 

4. Mark key facts 

a. Main point of paragraph 

b. Key facts to be memorized 

c. Questions you will need to follow up 

5. Highlight structural markers- “First…, Second…, Therefore, etc.” 

6. Only Mark in books you own! 

E. Summarize 

1. Write a summary at the end of each section or chapter 

2. Think like an instructor writing an exam 

3. List key ideas, words, fact to be memorized 

4. Write study questions for review 

5. Outline large chapters or sections 

6. If you can’t summarize the main points, read it again 

F. Review 

1. Regularly go over summaries 

2. Review the material on a regular basis 

3. Quiz yourself on your study questions, review summaries and study guides 

IV. Conclusion 

A. This may seem like a lot of work 

B. This may seem like the ‘nerd’s way’ 

C. But actually less work, less time, and more effective learning 

D. Work smarter, not harder 


